FEMALE DIRECTORY

ABBREVIATIONS.

Ads. for Adams.
App. for Appleton.
Bds. for Bords.
Ch. for Church.
Ham. for Hamilton.
Mer. for Merrimac.
Middx. for Middlesex.
Geo. for George.
Gor. for Gorham.
Boott, for Boott Corporation.
Law. for Lawrence.
Low. for Lowell.
Cen. for Central.
Corp. for Corporation.
H. for House.
Jeff. for Jefferson.
St. for Street.
Sq. for Square.
Suff. for Suffolk.
Trem. for Tremont.
War. for Warren.
Wash. for Washington.
Wid. for Widow.
Win. for Winter.

N. B. In designating the place of employment, Mer. stands for Merrimac Corporation, App. for Appleton Corporation, &c. corporation being understood.